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Collated Results:
These will be used by the Pupil Learning Council to help adapt our way forward to embed Creativity as one of our key
values in Glenurquhart Primary.

What does Creativity mean to you?
 being your self and expressing your self
 inventing things to help solve problems
 expressing yourself
 it means that you are expressing your self in multiple ways and to think more then just plain.
 that you can create something
 art and playing with toys or your friends or when you have to problem solve
 creativity means expressing your self in different ways or thinking new thing or ideas.
 artisic skills and also expressing yourself
 creativity means following your own path, making your own responsible choices, giving
things a go, being imaginative and not being worried to ask questions that you're curious
about
 using your mind
 Creativity to me means drawing, making things, inventing new games, writing stories, playing
, and even thinking.


















































Having imaginative ideas and using them.
Making things, thinking differently, solving problems
It means you can think of anything in anyway you want and see it diffret ways to make new
things like inventions. Like thinking outside the box.
using your imagination,being curious,problem solving and having a growth mindset.
using your imagination to create stuff you think of.
making your own things,
making stuff and problem solfing because you have to think about it to get the anwser .
It means I can think out of the box and also make things that I'v never made before.
doodels
Colour.
use your imagination, let it run wild and you can do ANYTHING!!!
It means using your mind to think of ideas and using your imagation.
creativity means anything you think of like when you make thing that's creativity.
Using your imagination to make/think of new things.
its a way of expressing your imagination.
making your own new things and believing what i think
it means that it makes the world fun,colourful and more interesting
a way of using your imagination and developing new skills
being able to answer questions creativly. making inventions. using your imagination
it means fun
Being yourself
enjoying yourself
That I don't have to be perfect in everything and in creativity it is very colurful
Thinking out side the box.
it means life
that you can creat things.
buiding,stories,imagination and more
It means that your using your initiative and your thinking really hardly
creativity means you can explore and adventure in a new world that you have made in your
mind and can be anything you want.
it means that l can make stuff up.
it means you can create things and using your imagination
Creativity means using your imagination to create things in your mind
Creativity means having fun!
exploring
letting your mind run free and to make things that people probably have't done before.
inventing
inventing
Creativity gives you the chance to draw, paint your ideas and let's you design what you are
feeling.
fun and a opportunity to let your mind go wild and express your imagination.
It means you can draw any thing
Is
Happy
It means you can draw any thing
It makes me very happy
a lot
crating good sculshrs
it means being Creative
Building things and creating things
have fun and dror wot you wot.







it means building things
creating enything
creativity is creating interesting things
it means LIFE for everyone and animals, art, school and so on.
It's fun its inventive it's creative

How do we show our Creativity?
 by making stuff and the way you dress
 ?
 in everything e.g writing, reading and drawing
 by making stuff or expressing it threw motion or by art or what ever you want.
 lots of ideas
 by making or disineing things
 you show creativity by making new things or expressing yourself.
 being confident and showing your skills
 we can show creativity by expressing ourselves, colouring in, drawing, asking questions,
exploring and believing in ourselves
 by drawing or by making
 Thinking differently, making things, drawing and much more.
 By being yourself and creating things
 Making things, solving problems, thinking differently
 You can show creativity in many different ways. Such as work, making new things and
subjects like Art and Programming.
 by creating new games,solving problems in maths and being curious about new subjects.
 by playing and drawing and making your own stuff you think of.
 by making posters or things
 making up your own games and art .
 By making posters to put in the school and we make power points to share with the school,
and lot's of other things to.
 by drawing
 By thinking and colour.
 putting our minds to it and imagining amazing things!!
 By making drawings or having ideas for things.
 by drawing,writing,building,imagination and lots more
 By sharing your ideas or your creations with others.
 By coming up with new ideas.
 by respecting others opinions and believes
 by making things and saying our own opinion
 by saying what you think and using our imagination to create ideas
 we show creativity in art and in reading because we debate about what we read.
 by using it
 making a film together
 using colours
 by being yourself
 By creating stuff
 creating a world
 By creating master peases.
 exploring,thinking and more
 By using old stuff and making new stuff and trying hard and creating new things
 How you can show creativity is that you could draw,paint or make something that nobody
else has or if somebody has you can make it your own.
 by pretending






















by making pictures and inventing things
You can draw a picture or write a story
You show creativety be learning from your mastaks.
by using your mind
by creating things with different materials and showing people what your imagination would
be in real life.
by useing my mind
useing your imadonation
By taking something ugly or useless and making it pretty or useful.
by using different materials and then show them.
Using it
I think it help us learn creative by using lots of colour and thinking differently
be colourful
louds of anmagnashin in your head and finc of colers in your head
making things
By creating things
by talking
louds of coulers
By using your brain
we do drawing, art, and so on and also a couple more things
by making stuff, creating baking, creating stories

Why might Creativity be important in life?
 if we didn't have creativity then the world would be boring
 if there was a problem you might use creativity to solve it
 if you don't have creativity you would not be able to deisinge new things and be youself
 it helps to get better ideas in live and helps you physcal and mental health in live.
 when you are lost or stuck or had a fall out with friends
 creativity might be important because most jobs involve creativity so its good to know what it
is.
 we would not have all the amazing inventions we have today we would not have a
imagination
 you can use creativity in problem solving and that is a big life skill and you can use creativity in
exploring the world by being creative thinking where will you go next.
 because if creativity didn`t exist the light bulb would not exist
 It is important because when we grow up we need to be independent and think differently.
 It can help you get a job be creative to finding solotions to thing in your work
 To help you learn new things
 If you don't use creativity you will a bit like a robot. You would not think outside the box and
wont come up with creative ideas. Creativity is also important in jobs.
 because without creativity life would be dull and boring
 because without it every thing would be boring.
 not sure
 because if we didint have creativity there would be no games and no fun.
 If we don't have creativity in the world the earth would be very boring.
 if your an artest
 Because no inventions will have been made like phones, TV's ect.
 if we didn't have creativity the world would be empty and we would have nothing
to do all day and it would be boring!
 Because without it, nothing would really exist.
 if there was no creativity there would be nothing in the world creativity is how we build and
how we live









































Creativity is important because without creativity there would be no cures for illnesses,there
would be no houses,no food there would be nothing.
if there was no such thing as creativity then we would have nothing and no new inventions
the world would be boring and every thing would be the same
because it makes life more interesting
for survival, for problem solving and engineering our lives
because without creativity we wouldnt have technoligy or art
because it is yourself
because you use your best skills
because without it life would be boring
because if there wasn't any creativity the world would be very boring and dull
Other wise it would be the worst in history.
prolem solving
So if you whant to build big things.
problem solving
Because it helps you learn more stuff
If creativity wasn't in life,life would not last very long because no one would be creative and
find out how to made a fire to cook something in.
because it would be boring if we didn't have creativity
it is important in life because if you didn't have it in life the world will be boring.
If you get stuck on something you can think of lots of different ways to sort it out.
Because if we hade no craetiviety life wode be no fun.
for inventing
because it shows peoples imotions through pictures
for imaganaeshon
because it would be boring
because if the world didn't have creativity it wouldn't be interesting.
so that life is not boring.
You wouldn't be alive
If we didn't have creativity life would be very boring we wouldn't have any technology or
ideas or being a teacher or anything it would be very boring and I would not like it because we
can't have any other or pens or anything and we wouldn't be alive we wouldn't have any thing
to express herself or anything to have.
it made colour
because there woodint be coler in your head
because if we did not have creatiity there will not be fun there whud just be boring stuff and
teaching and if we do it wrong we whud get really punished and if dont have creativity we will
not be able to make whot we want.
because you need creativity to have houses, schools and mostly everything that is man made.
if we dont have creativity we wil not be alive
when your older
if there was no creativity there would be no inventions
without it we would not be alive because things would not have been created.
when you are making a cake, when you are doing drawings

